Pseudoangiomatous stromal hyperplasia: rare case in an 11-year-old girl

Hiperplasia estromal pseudoangiomatosa: caso raro em menina de 11 anos
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ABSTRACT

Pseudoangiomatous stromal hyperplasia is a benign disease characterized by excessive proliferation of fibroblasts and myofibroblasts, which can lead to significant breast growth. The presentation is rare, especially among young women and cases requiring mastectomy. This report describes a rare case of an 11-year-old female patient with rapidly progressing mammary hypertrophy, who needed mastectomy and then mammoplasty for complete social integration.
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RESUMO

A Hiperplasia Estromal Pseudoangiomatosa (PASH) é uma doença benigna caracterizada pela proliferação excessiva de fibroblastos e miofibroblastos, podendo levar a um crescimento mamário importante. A apresentação é rara, em especial ocasionando necessidade de mastectomia em pacientes jovens. O estudo apresentou o relato de caso raro de uma paciente de 11 anos de idade, com hiperтроfia mamária de rápida progressão, com necessidade de mastectomia e posteriormente mamoplastia de aumento para completa reinserção social.

Descritores: Mama; Mamoplastia; Mastectomia; Criança.
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INTRODUCTION

Pseudoangiomatous stromal hyperplasia (PASH) of the breasts was first described by Vuitch (1986) as a benign stromal breast lesion, characterized histologically by the proliferation of mature fibroblasts and myofibroblasts with formation of slit-like lesions that simulate vascular channels1. The exact mechanism of tissue proliferation is unknown, but there is evidence to suggest it is related to an excessive response of myofibroblasts to endogenous or exogenous hormonal stimulation, particularly progesterone1-5.

Clinical presentation varies from focal microscopic findings in up to 6.4% of breast biopsies suspected of malignancy; findings may also include an obvious nodule on clinical and mammographic examination2,6,7. A tumor, with rapid growth of the breasts, is rare. PASH mainly affects premenopausal and postmenopausal women using hormone replacement therapy; there is no association with breast cancer.

In most cases, patients are cured by undergoing nodulectomy with wide margins. However, the recurrence rate of PASH is 7-22% of cases1. There are few cases of nodular PASH described in the literature, with only four reports of patients younger than 18 years of age8,9. The youngest patient requiring mastectomy after recurrence was 12 years old9.

Here we describe the case of an 11-year-old girl with giant PASH and the therapeutic approach taken.

CASE REPORT

The patient was a girl aged 11 years and 6 months, with a history of excessive breast growth in the previous 3 months. Prior to the beginning of the complaint, the child had normal pubertal evolution, with poorly developed breast buds. She reported pain in the breasts and in the region of the cervical and thoracic spine, and used her upper limbs to support her breasts. The patient was 4 months post-menarche. She had no personal history or family history of breast cancer.

Examination of the breasts revealed anomalous, symmetrical growth; the presence of large, engorged venous vessels; and increased diameter of the nipple-areolar complex. A marked thoracic kyphosis was observed owing to the excessive weight of the breasts. On palpation, the breasts had increased homogeneous density, with no palpable nodules and no axillary lymph node enlargement (Figure 1). Breast ultrasound and biochemical and hormonal profiles were within normal limits. The patient was assessed by the mastology team and released for surgery.

Initially, the surgical program proposed for the patient was to perform reductive mammoplasty. However, during the intraoperative period, it was observed that the breast tissue presented an anomalous, diffusely infiltrated, grayish-white and fibroelastic aspect, without cleavage planes. It was decided to perform complete excision of the mammary parenchyma and the adjacent skin through an inverted “T” incision, with grafting of the nipple-areolar complex. A vacuum drain was placed subcutaneously bilaterally.

The patient presented a good evolution, with removal of the Brown dressing and vacuum drainage on the fourth postoperative day and total graft integration. The aesthetic results of the scar were good and the patient was satisfied. There was complete improvement of pain symptoms in the breasts and dorsal region, in addition to improvement in the patient’s quality of life.

Tissue samples were submitted for frozen section in the operating room, with no evidence of malignancy observed and presenting only hypertrophy with hyperplasia. The pathological study confirmed the absence of malignancy, with the right breast weighing 2820 g and the left breast 3050 g. An immunohistochemical study was performed that showed a profile compatible with bilateral PASH.

After the third post-surgical year, and full pubertal development, the patient began to complain of the lack of breast tissue, this time no longer compatible with her age, leading again to poor quality of life and a desire for breast enlargement (Figure 2).

The option was for breast augmentation with placement of breast prostheses. An inframammary incision was made, with submuscular placement of 235 ml high profile round breast implants. The patient presented good postoperative evolution, without intercurrences, and was very satisfied in the immediate and 6-month postoperative periods (Figures 3 and 4).
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The legal guardian of the patient signed an informed consent form, agreeing to participation in this study.

**DISCUSSION**

Although there is no definite cause for PASH, the proliferative response of myofibroblasts to endogenous and exogenous hormones seems to represent an important factor in the pathology because it is most commonly diagnosed in premenopausal young women or postmenopausal women using hormone replacement therapy. These patients usually present a palpable and painless nodule that simulates fibroadenoma.

To date, the diagnosis of PASH is made only by excisional surgical biopsy. Fine needle aspiration biopsy usually fails to provide sufficient material to be analyzed for a diagnosis. Local excision with wide margins is the recommended treatment. However, in cases with diffuse involvement of the parenchyma or recurrent disease, a mastectomy may be necessary. PASH is not considered a pre-malignant lesion and has an excellent prognosis. Rapidly growing masses in the breasts of adolescents should raise suspicion of PASH and differential diagnosis be made with low-grade angiosarcoma, phyllodes tumor, and fibroadenoma. In the present case, at the time of surgery there was no possibility of partial resection as any attempt to incise the breast tissue caused intense bleeding.

A presentation with diffuse and rapid breast growth is rare. Few cases have been reported in patients younger than 18 years, especially cases of giant PASH where bilateral mastectomy is required. In this case, non-immediate repair with implants and expanders was justified owing to the age of the child (11 years) to avoid psychosocial discomfort as girls at this age do not usually have significant breast development.

**CONCLUSION**

Giant pseudoangiomatous stromal hyperplasia should be considered in adolescents who exhibit rapid breast growth. Margin nodulectomy is the treatment of choice in the tumoral form of the lesion, but there are cases in which mastectomy is required. In the case presented, mastectomy and late mammary reconstruction with implants in a 5-year follow-up were effective therapeutic modalities for the healing and rehabilitation of a young patient with giant diffuse pseudoangiomatous breast hyperplasia.
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